Determining a stability domain, i.e. a set of equilibria for which a dynamical system remains stable, is a core problem in control. When dealing with controlled systems, the problem is generally transformed into a robustness analysis problem: considering a set of uncertain parameters (generally chosen as polytopic), one seeks for guaranties that the system remains stable for this given set or some dilatation or contraction of this set. Thanks to the development of formal methods based on continuation, another approach is proposed in this paper to determine the border of the stability domain. The proposed developments were made with MatCont, a package to be used with Matlab, and the considered system is a 3-cable robot with linear PD and PID controllers.
I. INTRODUCTION
Determining the stability of an equilibrium point of a dynamic system is a very central problem in control. For systems modeled by ordinary differential equations (ODE), it is well known that the local stability is equivalent to the Jacobian matrix of the state function being Hurwitz, i.e. it must have all its eigenvalues located in the left-hand half plane.
Let us consider the modelχ = f (χ, α),
where the state vector χ ∈ R n and the vector-valued function f : R n × R p → R n depend on the variations of the parameter vector α ∈ R p . Determining the set of parameters and equilibrium states for which the system remains stable is a much more complex issue than simply proving the stability for one particular value of α. For (1), an equilibrium χ e verifies f (χ e , α) = 0 and is locally stable if the Jacobian matrix f χ (χ e , α) = d f dχ (χ e , α) has no eigenvalue with positive real part.
Notice that in control, many contributions have been devoted to solving the robustness analysis problem [17] , [7] . Considering a nominal value α 0 for which the system is stable and a set E α including α 0 , the aim is to prove that the system is stable for any α ∈ E α . Considering the set ρE α obtained from a dilatation of E α of ratio ρ, the largest value ρ * such that the system is stable in ρ * E α , is the robustness margin. Determining accurately the robustness margin in an efficient manner is a difficult problem.
The objective of the paper is to test the potentiality of continuation methods for determining the limit of the stability domain. Starting from a stable equilibrium χ e (α 0 ), variations of α are first performed according to one of its components until an eigenvalue has its real part equals zero, i.e. reaching a limit of the stability domain. In a second time, two directions can be chosen in the parameter space to track the equilibrium, yielding a closed 2D curve. Notice that this approach does not guaranty stability for all points inside the obtained curve. Additional explorations in a number of directions can detect possible inner unstable regions. The purpose of this paper is to present the use of a numerical package for continuation analysis, MatCont, for the evaluation of the stability domain. To our best knowledge, the use of continuation for the determination of stability domains has not been considered yet.
Cable-driven parallel robots (CDPR) have been the focus of research interests for the last decade as can attest the two conferences dedicated on the field [2] , [3] . Composed of a platform moved by cables that are rolled at the distant end, these robots may be adequate solutions for a number of issues thanks to their low mass, large workspace and low invasiveness. However, a number of issues are to be solved in order to obtain accurate positioning. The evaluation of the continuation for stability analysis for CDPR has been done on a simplified case which includes nonlinearities but remains of reasonable complexity in order to yield tractable computations.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the continuation methods and the MatCont package. Section 3 details the cable robot, provides its model and the considered control laws. Section 4 reports the numerical results, i.e. the stability domains obtained with MatCont. A conclusion is provided in Section 5.
II. CONTINUATION METHODS FOR STABILITY DOMAIN DETERMINATION
On the one hand determining the stability of an equilibrium of a dynamic system is a very central problem in control. On the other hand, continuation has become a classical tool for bifurcation and stability analysis of ODE (1), differential-algebraic equations (2) or partial differential equations,
in research domains ranging from mechanics to economics [4] . This section introduces basics of continuation together with a brief state-of-the-art in robotics considering (1) and (2), respectively. MatCont's abilities for the determination of stability domains are then presented.
A. Basics of continuation and bifurcation analysis
Let λ be a scalar component of the parameter set α =α ∪ {λ} andα = α \ {λ} be the other ones. Continuation is a solution method for (1), for instance, with λ to be varied. The solutions X = (χ, λ) thus form branches of solutions. Bifurcation and stability analysis of nonlinear problems is one of the major pillars in computational sciences, see [12] , [1] , [6] , [19] and the references therein. The pseudo-arc length continuation method [11] is of particular interest since it introduces a path parameter (measuring the pseudo-arc length along the branch) to close the under-determined nonlinear problem under study. From a numerical point of view, continuation is carried out using either a first order Newton-Raphson method [6] , [8] or a higher order one [5] , [4] . At a given solution point X, these iterative predictor-corrector methods require the calculation of the Jacobian f X (X) and the tangent vector V(X) to follow the branch of solutions.
These two derivatives also serve in the detection of bifurcations (singular points) such as folds (also called limit points, LP), Hopf bifurcations (H), and branch points (BP) where two solution branches intersect. Their common characteristics is a null singular value for f X . Test functions allow to classify them. For instance, the BP test monitors any change of sign of the determinant
A fold is characterized by ∆(X) 0 and a null value for the component of V(X) related to λ. A Hopf bifurcation corresponds to a steady point of (1) for which a local change in the stability properties results in the appearance or the disappearance of a limit cycle in the time-domain trajectories. As described in Section IV, bifurcation points are of particular interest in the study of workspace boundaries and stability domains.
B. Determination of workspace boundaries
Mechanism equations may be frequently written in the general form (2) , where the vectors of input and output coordinates are denoted by χ and α, respectively. The reachable workspace W may be defined as
The workspace boundaries ∂W, see [15] , [9] , [10] ,
correspond to the singular configurations of the mechanism, with ζ a normal vector to ∂W and ζ T denoting the transpose of ζ. They may be determined by applying a continuation method to the extended system of equations [9] 
It is worth noticing that this system is very similar to the extended systems described in [18] , [19] and used in MatCont [6] . 
C. Dynamical system and equilibrium curve in MatCont
MatCont is a Matlab software project developed by Govaerts and Kuznetsov, and devoted to the numerical continuation and bifurcation studies of parameterized dynamical systems (1). MatCont is freely available for noncommercial use. The software abilities are described with details in the MatCont manual [6] . Fig. 1 illustrates some of the MatCont's functionalities we use to implement the stability domain determination of the CDPR models presented in Section III.
MatCont allows for the solution of the dynamical system (1) with respect to both the time and some modeling parameter λ, performing a so-called one-codim continuation. One of the solution branches X = (χ, λ) is plotted as a red line in the projected bifurcation diagram Fig 1. Bifurcation tests are performed along the continuation process in the search for singular points on the computed branch. In Fig. 1 , a fold (LP) is detected at some point X e = (χ e , α e ). This singular point satisfies (2) as well. An equivalent criterion [18] , [19] is that there exist a nontrivial ζ such that the linearized equation,
is satisfied. This allows to build an extended system very similar to (6) . If the initial point (χ 0 , α 0 ) chosen to solve (1) is a stable point, then the branch (excepted LP) running from (χ 0 , α 0 ) (at point (0,0) in Fig. 1 ) to the LP point is a stable one. It is worth noting that MatCont allows for the calculation of unstable branches, i.e. after the LP point, what a standard method based on ODE cannot do. At this LP point, MatCont allows to build a fold curve (blue line in Fig. 1 ) through a two-codim continuation, i.e. with respect to two parameters. From a computer point of view, MatCont operates the continuation from the user-defined equations. Jacobian calculation as well as the extended system generation are hidden to the user [6] . Continuation may be carried out using either the MatCont's Graphical User Interface or the CL MatCont command lines. One-dimensional solution branches are computed very accurately.
For the sake of completeness, two general limitations are reported. First, continuation computes 1D curves. For higher-dimensional studies, projections in several planes must be considered. Second, the solution branch issued from (χ 0 , α 0 ) can only detect instability regions it intersects. Options to get a global result range from a first global analysis (µ-analysis) or the choice of different initial points or different continuation parameters to run complementary simulations. Notice that these limitations are inherent to any continuation approach and are not specific to MatCont.
III. STUDY CASE: A CABLE-DRIVEN PARALLEL ROBOT
The system, depicted in Fig. 2 , has been chosen as simple enough for evaluating the efficiency of the continuation approach.
A. System description and model
The platform is assimilated to a punctual mass m moving in the (O, x, y) horizontal plane thanks to three cables rolled at fixed ends A k , k = 1, 2, 3. The coordinates of the platform are (x(t), y(t)). The central location Fig. 2 . Geometry of the CDPR corresponds to x = 0 and y = 0. Roller #k of radius R, of angular position denoted θ k (t), with θ k = 0 corresponding to a fully rolled cable, is actuated by a torque Γ k with infinite bandwidth. The inertias of the rollers are assumed constant equal to I, thus neglecting the contribution of the winded cables. Cables are assumed to be strait without elasticity nor mass. A number of models, possibly with more cables and flexible cables are available in the literature, see for instance [13] , [14] .
Denoting q = x y T , the inverse kinematic model writes
and the differential kinematic model is given byθ
where J(q) = 
This kinetic energy can be re-witten L(q,q) = 
where C(q,q) includes the Coriolis effects plus b, a viscous friction contribution. Notice that the tensions in the cables must remain positive (Γ k ≥ 0, k = 1, 2, 3).
B. Control 1) Control issue and approach:
The goal of the controller is two-fold:
• have the position q follow a reference q r ,
• maintain a positive tension in the cables. The considered approaches are based on a linear model obtained by differentiation of the nonlinear model at the center of the workspace
It is assumed that position and speed of the effector are fully available without restriction on the sensor bandwidth. Naturally, when the position varies from this central location, the performance of the considered control laws degrades and instability may be reached. This is precisely what we are going to investigate in section IV. 2) PD controller: The first control law is designed such that the closed-loop system fits a generalized 2nd order ODEq
where a 1 = 2ξω 0 and a 0 = ω 0 2 , with ω 0 the desired natural angular frequency (in rad/s −1 ) and ξ the desired damping.
The positioning issue is obtained by eliminatingq in (12) and (13), resulting in
The solution can be written Γ = Γ p + Γ t where
(the † symbol stands for the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse) is the solution of the system of minimal norm and Γ t is chosen in the kernel of J T 0 so that it does not affect the movement. The solution Γ t = C moy 1 1 1 T allows to set the average tension among the three cables at C moy . For more details on tension management in CDPR, see for instance [16] .
The resulting control law includes a proportional-derivative feedback
3) PID controller:
To ensure that the position reaches the reference in presence of modeling errors or constant perturbations, it is sensible to include some integral effect in the control law, thus introducing I defined byİ = q−q r and considering
The controller can be tuned so that the system behavior matches a reference system ...
with
The following pole placement strategy has been chosen: two complex poles corresponding to natural frequency of ω 0 and a damping of ξ, plus a real pole −γ. For simplicity, the choice γ = ξω 0 is done, i.e. the three poles have the same real part. The coefficients in (15) are computed with a 2 = γ + 2ξω 0 , a 1 = ω 0 (2ξγ + ω 
C. Simulation results
The winders form an equilateral triangle with vertices located at ( √ 3/2, 1/2), (− √ 3/2, 1/2) and (0, −1). The parameters of the model and the control laws are reported in Table I .
Time-domain simulations have been driven in order to evidence the behavior of the system with the proposed control laws. These consist in different steps of various amplitudes on reference x r . The results for the different amplitudes with the PD and PID controllers are given in Fig. 3 . For small amplitude steps (Fig. 3.a) , both controllers provide a satisfying response and the system reaches the reference position with good accuracy. For medium amplitude (Fig. 3.b) , the responses differ between the two controllers. One can notice that the response with the PID controller is much more oscillating while the response with the PD controller exhibits a static error. For large amplitude reference (Fig. 3.c) , both controllers can be considered as unstable: the platform is attracted by the winder position. With the PID controller, the continuously integrating term results in oscillations between two winder positions. Newton Tolerance 10
Test Tolerance 10
IV. RESULTS
Two different numerical experiments are proposed to evaluate the abilities of MatCont in the context of this CDPR. Bifurcation and stability analysis with respect to the reference positions is proposed in subsection IV-A for the PID and the PD controllers described in Section III. Stability domains with respect to the variation of the natural frequency ω 0 are plotted in subsection IV-B. The continuation parameters used in MatCont are reported in Table II .
A. Bifurcation and stability analysis
As a first experiment, one-codim continuations are carried out from the stable equilibrium (x, y,ẋ,ẏ) = (0, 0, 0, 0) of the two CDPR models by varying x r along the horizontal axis, then by varying y r along the vertical symmetry axis as far as possible (see Fig. 4 .a for the PID and Fig. 5 .a for the PD). This process enables to compute branches of equilibriums for the ODE system under study and to detect possible bifurcation points (limit points (LP), Hopf points (H) or branch points (BP)). As discussed in II-C, these are indicators of stability loss. The solutions comprised between the stable equilibrium (0,0) and the first encountered bifurcation point are stable ones, the others are unstable ones. Two-codim continuations are then carried out from these bifurcation points to exhibit a fold curve (curve of limit points) assuming the PD controller, or a Hopf curve assuming the PID controller. Computations with the PID and the PD controllers are performed with ω 0 = 0.5 rad.s −1 and ω 0 = 0.8 rad.s −1 , respectively, to get stable regions of similar area.
1) PID controller:
The bifurcation diagram projected on the (x, y) plane is plotted in Fig. 4 .a. As expected, the figure is symmetric with respect to the y-axis. MatCont detects a Hopf bifurcation at q r = (0.234, 0) and a limit point at q r = (0.577, 0) along the dynamical equilibrium curve computed by the one-codim continuation with respect to the positive coordinate x r . The same observation holds for the other three semi-axes, except that a Hopf point is detected at the winder A 3 . The limit points are located on the equilateral triangle defined by the winders. The branches linking (0,0) to the closest Hopf points are stable ones, while the branches linking these Hopf points to their corresponding limit/Hopf points are unstable ones. A 2-codim continuation in x r and y r is carried out from the Hopf point (0.234, 0). This results in a Hopf curve that links the already identified Hopf points and bounds the stability region. The Hopf point (0.234, 0) corresponds to an equilibrium point where two conjugate complex poles (eigenvalues of the Jacobian) become imaginary numbers. The robot reaches a stability limit and starts to oscillate. A simulation for this value (Fig 4.b) confirms that the effector is submitted to periodic oscillations that are amplified in the unstable region. 2) PD controller: The bifurcation diagram projected on the (x, y) plane is plotted on Fig.5 .a. Along the one-codim continuation with respect to positive x r , MatCont detects a limit point for (x r , y r ) = (0.144, 0). This corresponds to (x, y) = (0.250, 0.126) in the diagram. As expected, one observes that the computed branch is not a straight line in the (x, y)-plane due to the static error inherent to the PD controller. A branch point (BP) is detected along the one-codim continuation with respect to positive y r . At this point, the equilibrium curve intersects with two unstable branches running to the two higher winders. A small perturbation applied close to the branch point drives the effector to one of the winders. The outer limit points correspond to winders A 1 and A 2 . The two-codim continuation in x r and y r carried out from the limit point (x r , y r ) = (0.144, 0) results in a fold curve that links the inner limit points and bounds the stability region. Two time-domain simulations, Fig.  5 .b, are performed close to the limit point (x r , y r ) = (0.144, 0) to analyze the behavior of the mechanism. At this particular equilibrium, a pole is equal to 0. As expected, the system is stable for (0.143, 0) and unstable for (0.145, 0) (the effector moves quickly towards the nearest winder), thus confirming the accuracy of the result provided by MatCont that the boundary of the stability domain lies between these two points.
B. Stability domains
The desired natural frequency ω 0 is now to be varied. The continuation process described in paragraph IV-A.1 is carried out for different values of ω 0 . Experiments have been run using command lines together with CL MatCont. The stability curves (fold or Hopf) computed with respect to (r r , φ r ) for given ω 0 or with respect to (r r , ω 0 ) for given angles φ r may be used to build a 3D representation of the stability region, Fig. 6 and 7. Notice that MatCont is able to follow the curves up to the lower value of ω 0 using a two-codim continuation according to (ω 0 , r r ). At point (x,y) = (0,0), it detects a double Hopf point (HH) for the PID controller and a cusp point (CP) for the PD controller. This enables to calculate accurately the lower zone of the stability domains. The stability curves are assembled to figure out the stability domain boundaries as isolines of ω 0 plotted in the (x, y)-plane. Boundary surfaces are deduced from a change of variables from Cartesian coordinates to cylindrical coordinates (x r = r r cos(φ r ) and x r = r r sin(φ r )) and an interpolation. The objective is to form a rectangular matrix and plot it using the Matlab's surfc function, resulting in the stability domains presented in Figs. 6 and 7. a) PID controller: Hopf curves were computed for values of ω 0 ranging from 0.2 to 0.65. The resulting stability domain is plotted in Fig. 6 . The Hopf curves bound the inner stability region. The larger ω 0 , the larger the stable region. One explanation is that the real part of the poles at the nominal position, −2ξω 0 , decreases with ω 0 as ξ is constant. For higher values of ω 0 , the stability domain spans the triangular workspace and is independent from ω 0 . MatCont allows to compute the reference workspace W(x r , y r ) of admissible (x r , y r ) as well. This is identical to W(x, y) as expected from the use of a PID controller.
The study did not determine upper limits as no bandwidth restrictions have been introduced in the actuators nor in the sensors; and no delay is considered in the control.
b) PD controller: Figs. 7 and 8 show the fold curves computed for values of ω 0 ranging from 0.1 and 1. together with the reconstructed surface. The computed curves show again that the workspace area grows when ω 0 increases. By comparing Fig. 7 .a and Fig. 7 .b, one can see that the stability domains in the (x r , y r ) domain or in the (x, y) plane do not have the same shape. As observed in simulation, without integral term, the platform is likely to move towards the nearest winder rather than stay at its reference position. Notice that the provided curves correspond to the limit of the stability domain. Inside the stability domain, this surprising tendency is weaker and satisfying tracking performance can be obtained in the neighborhood of the nominal position. In this paper, the use of MatCont -a numerical package dedicated to continuation analysis -has been investigated for the determination of the stability domain. The considered case-study is a simplistic cable-driven parallel robot with only two degrees of freedom. However, its nonlinear model exhibits non-rational nonlinearities, which make it a not-so-easy target for usual robustness analysis tools. With a very limited number of manipulations and a reasonable computational time, MatCont determines limits of the stability domain and allows to show the influence of the controller tuning. These positive results make MatCont a potential tool of control engineers and researchers.
